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NASP leaders recently adopted the 2020 Professional Standards that serve as a guide for 
professional practice and ethics. What do you see as the role of the NASP delegate in 
promoting these standards? Provide examples of what you will do. 

When I was elected as a NASP delegate for DC one of the aspects that most excited me was the chance to be a 
liaison between my state association DCASP and NASP. I would have to opportunity to seek guidance from NASP 
on the most pressing issues affecting my state and the services we offer. This guidance has often helped us problem 
solve issues or provided us the tools we needed to stand up to and then collaborate with state licensing boards that 
intended to enact laws that could hinder our practice. I look forward to continuing this liaison responsibility and 
bring guidance back to my association. Part of this guidance can be found in the 2020 Professional Standards. As a 
delegate I was provided the opportunity to be a part of the leadership body that voted on the adoption of these 
standards. I believe they personify who we are as School Psychologist and provide a beacon to guide us in our 
journey of helping others. The Professional Standards weave together different domains and organizational 
principals and inform School Psychologist what is ethically expected of us and the community of the 
comprehensive work we do. As a delegate it is my responsibility to promote these standards to my collogues in my 
state and the community.  

Over the next three years I plan to encourage DCASP to provide its members professional development that 
concentrate on the standards and how they guide our day to day decisions in school. I plan to encourage members 
within my association to use the professional standards as their guide in decision making and at the same time help 
provide resources that will ground them in these principals.  I will encourage my colleagues to take this information 
back to their schools and inform administration of the road map to ethical services the organizational principals 
provide and use them to influence big stake decisions in schools. I will encourage School Psychologist to share with 
administration, parents and the community the model domains. This will hopefully give them a better 
understanding of the broad scope of services we provide and the importance of having us in schools and not miss 
using our talents. We have seen a shortage of School Psychologist across the nation and I believe this is due to a 
lack of understanding of the profession. A lack of knowledge of our value within the school building. The model 
domains give clarity to our talents and hopefully will inspire stake holders to use efficiently and with fidelity.  

As School Psychologist we take on a fragile task. We work with the children. We work with the most vulnerable 
members of our society. Our decisions have the power to help children soar to stars or crash to the ground. We do 
not have room for error. The Professional Standards provide us the blueprint to help children build rockets that fly 
towards the sky. I will make sure my state knows them and perform their practice by their guidance. 


